
TED HUGHES THE JAGUAR ESSAY

Free Essay: Ted Hughes' 'The Jaguar' How effectively does Hughes convey the power of the jaguar? Ted Hughes'
poem 'The Jaguar' describes the animals in.

At this point, the narrator is feeling confused because he cannot decide whether to go round a longer journey,
or take a shortcut through a farm. Hughes is also greatly known for holding the title of British Poet Laureate
from until his death. Hughes was married to American poet Sylvia Plath, from until her suicide in at the age of
 It shows to the reader that the power of imagination is able to dissolve any physical boundaries as long as one
dares to dream and envision, and that the mind allows one to reach places on a level that surpasses any barrier,
obstacle or limit. His parents were Edith Hughes and William Henry. It compares the apes, parrots, tiger, lion
and a boa constrictor to the jaguar, which is an animal that lives differently to the others in the way that it
views its life. Ted Hughes was a man of love. This represented. Although the spokesperson for this poem is
not known, it can be thought that Ted Hughes himself is a spokesperson. When Commissioner Alex Hughes
took on the Territorial Commander role in the UK in the newspapers noted his salary with a degree of
astonishment. The poem begins by describing the apes 'yawning' and 'adoring their fleas', and the fact that they
are in the sun adds to the sleepy air. This serves, as a metaphor for the freedom of human emotion that arises if
one does not remain physically entrapped by the expectations of society and extends themselves
imaginatively. Honor English 12 4Th Block. I think he expects the reader to visualise this scene and have the
same thoughts as the jaguar. Essay Topic: Literature , Imagination Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! Animals in his world are superior to human and he seems to adore their brutality and instinct. Also
compare them with Jaguars different from other animal's lifestyle. However, now they have been enslaved and
the only thing they can do in the cage is to adore the fleas. The images in the poem that linger are of forms of
entrapment, of the essence of the yearning to be free, of thought as elusive, of nature as untameable. Next, the
poet describes Boa constrictor snake which is coiled and seems to be like fossil as it cannot move out of the
cage. Next, the poet describes parrots that are screaming for nuts that the passersby have brought. The
instinctive human emotions are expressed subconsciously and metaphorically. Before he sees the horse, the
narrator is feeling confused and angry; "anger against himself for blundering into this mud-trap" As you can
see from another word in the sentence, 'blundering', the narrator's anger against himself has made him clumsy,
and 'blundering' is a very clumsy word. We see how the literal representation of animals transcends into the
imaginative realm. It is those journeys that transcend reality, inspire an intellectual quest, challenge previously
held conceptions and comment on society that are explored in texts such as Melvyn Bragg's On Giant's
Shoulders, The Jaguar by Ted Hughes, Frankenstein by Mary Shelley and Journeys Over Land and Sea from
the Smithsonian Libraries Exhibition. Since his childhood, he was a keen lover of animals and birds. How to
cite this essay Choose cite format:. The first line of Ted Hughes poetry is Jaguar. When people think about
continuous killers they imagine people who are dirty, crazy, personal and outstanding from others. This
depicts their painful condition and the cruelty of man over them. I think he expects the reader to visualise this
scene and have the same thoughts as the jaguar Jaguar depicted in this poem is powerful, but in what sense.


